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Abstract : In I2] (oo ‑p)‑form on a k‑th Sobolev space Wk(X), X a compact (spin)

manifold, was defined by using Sobolev duality. Integrals of (oo‑p)‑form on an (oo
‑p)‑form on a cube in IEVk(X) were defined without using measure. We show when the
lenghth of sides of the cube tends to oo, infinite dimensional Gaussian integral that is

principal on application converges if and only if the cube is imbedded in urk(X), k<

‑d+S'

O. Imtroduction
Analysis on infinite dimensional spaces together with its geometric applications,
has been treated mostly by using probablitic methods(e.g.[4],[8]). But more classical

analysis related to the geometry of infinite demensional spaces seems not so well
developed. We define an (oo ‑p)‑form on U, an open set of k‑th Sobolev space YVk(X)

over a d‑dimensional compact (spin) manifold X to be a smooth map f from U to
APWk(X), the k‑th Sobolev space of alternating functions (spinors) on p‑th direct
product Xx."xX of X([2]). Then we treat differential and integral calculuses of (oo ‑p)
‑forms. The outline of the paper is as follows ; In sec. 1, we fix the Sobolev metric of

Wk(X) by apointing a non degenerate 1‑st order selfadjoint elliptic (pseudo)
differential operator D on X. By using spectral eta and zeta functions of D and IDI,
we define virtual dimension y‑ of PI/k(X) and volumes of cubes (powers of det IDI) in

W‑i‑a(X). Some caluculations related to these quantities are also done. In sec. 2,
integrals of a function f on a cube in VPirm̀rma(X) is defined in the spirit of Riemannian
integral. Some complete continuity of f is necessary (and suracient) to the existence of

the existence of the integral. Then oo‑forms are introduced. In this paper, we do not
discuss these developed details. We show how infinite dimensional Gaussian integral

e‑rc{X'DX) on (?(l, t)==={:I]cnenllcnklMnl̀} converges to 1/pm when t ‑> oo if and
only if l>(d‑1)/2. As a consequence, we make clear that the convergence of infinite
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dimensional Gaussian integral that appears in various field depends on the dimension
of compact (spin) manifold, especially, and that dimension 1 is important.

1 Virtual dimension of a sobolev space
We review virtual dimension of a Sobolev space and the definition. Let X be a
compact (spin) manifold with a fixed Riemanian metric, E a Hermitian vector bundle
over X and L2(X) is the Hilbert space of sections of E. We denote L2‑metric of f E
L2(X) by IIfll. It is fixed by the Rieman metric of X. We take a non degenerate 1‑st
order selfadjoint elliptic (pseudo) differential operator D acting on the section of E and
fix the k‑th Sobolev metric 11fllk of f by

llfli,‑llDkfll (l)
The k‑th Sobolev space of sections of E is denoted by VVk(X). By Sobolev' imbedding
Theorem, VVk(X) is contained in the space of continuous section of E if k>d/2, d is

the dimension of X.
Since X is compact, D can be written as

QIC‑:A(f, eA)eA, (2)
{eA} is an o.N.‑basis of L2(X). Then, to set

eA,k ==:sgnAIA17k eA, (3)
{ea,k} is an o.N.‑basis of VVk(X).

The spectral eta function rpD(s) of D and &Dl (s) of IDI are defined by

77D(s) =:= Zsgn il 1A1unS, giDi(s) =:: 77D2(s/2)‑Zlili‑S. (4)
It is known ([3],[7],[9],[10])

1. These function are continued meromorphically on the whole complex plane
with possible poles at s==d,d‑1,･･･ with the order at most 1.

2. They are holomophic at s==O.
Definition 1.1 l}Viz say gDi(0)=v to be the virtual dimension of Wk(x) (beith respect to

D). We also define the determinant det IDI of IDI and det D of D by

det ]Dl=exp( ‑ gfDi(O)),

det D‑exp(nV=j] C;bu(O)) det lDl, gl)‑(O)=(y‑‑rpD(O))/2. (5)
Then we have
det (t[]))=t"" det D, t>O,

det lDkl‑(det lDDk. (6)
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2. Integrals on a cube in a Sobolev space
In PV‑̀‑a(X), ev>d/2, we set

Q(l, t)=:{Z cnenllcnlKIMnl̀},

Q(l, t,+)={Z cnenlO< cn f{; IMnl̀}, t>0. (7)
For simple, we assume l=#O, and set
vol(Q(l, t)) :::: (2t)tUu(det lDl)̀, vol(Q(l, t+)) ‑: tiV"(det lDl)̀. (8)
Let s be in l=:=[O, 1] with the binary expansion O.si･･･sn･･･. Then we difine a subset

D(s) of Q(l, t) by
D(s)={Z cnenl‑IMnl̀ sl cn g O, if sn=O, O f{ cn s{ 1 tinl̀, if sn :=: 1}･ (9)
By definition Q(l, t)=Us,iD(s). For a function f(x) on Q(l, t), we define functions f

and f on I by

f‑(s) == .gu.R, f(ar)･ ‑f(s)= .in.f,,, f(x) aO)
Then the integrals IJZIs volQ(l,t) and Lfcls vol(?(l,t) are upper and lower
Riemannian sums of f(x) with respect to the partition {D(s)} of Q(l, t).
We assume for (si,･･･,sM‑i) E IML', the partition D(si,ny･･,sMmi) of (?(l{ t) has been
defined to be {Zcnenlan( cn :{ bn}. Then for s"i ==:O.sr'ts2"i･‑･ E I, we set

D(si,‑･･,s"i)=(Zcnenlan E{ cn E{ an+ b"Sa" , if sx:=::o,

a. ‑t‑ b" ill a'i E{ c. fig b., if sY=:1). (ID
The functions f(si,･･･,sM) and f(si,･･･,sM) are defined to be

f(si,...,sM)=: sup f(x),
XED(sl,H.
,sm)

f(s',‑･,sM)= inf f(x). (12)

' XED(sl,",,sM)

Lemma 2.1 f and f are continuozas ij f is continuozas by the topolagy of W‑̀‑a(X),

ev>d/2. Therefore we obtain
Theorem 2.1 of f(x) is continzaous by the IQPolQgly of W‑i‑"(X), ev>d/2, then

l,l‑m..4.‑7inIMs==l,}'Lm...L,‑fd"is ' (13)
Definition 2.1 Let f be a eeal valzaeaO .fatnction of O(l, t). 7'Vzen zve say f is intag7zible

on Q(l, t) of (13) is hold and dofne 4,,,,,f(v)du by

L(,,,)f(x)civ=iim
m
.....yCl."idMS
VOI(Q(l, t))' (14)
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intagrals on Q(l, t,+) a7'e simder4, def7ned.
Note. In the above definition of the integral, we used special division of Q(l, t). But
this is for simplicity and we can define integral by using more arbitrary division of Q(l,
t)'

On exponetial calculation, because it is not too easy in 2.1, although it is essential

at analysis, we use an alternative way([21). We set
Q(l, t, IV)=(.]:.:].cnen ‑IMn1tS cn fi{1zanl̀, 1<n<Al'),

Q(l, t, O07N)=(.ff,.,cnen ‑IMnltS cn s{ IMnli, n>Nl. (15)
By definition Q(l, t)=Q(l, t, A[)×Q(l, t, oo‑IV). We denote x=(xN,x.‑N)E (?(l, t),
where xN e Q(l, t, 7V) and x..‑N E Q(l, t, oo‑N). Let f be a function on (?(l, t). Then

we set

frm"(xN)= sup f(uN,z/),fN= inf f(xN,y) (16)
yEQ(l,t,co‑N) ‑ yEQ(t,t,oo‑N)

Then if f is continuous by the topology of VVLt‑"(X), ev>d/2, we have
Y[l,,,,, f(X) du :== V.I.{l; Y[I, ,,,,., f"(xN)d"x 12 Mil‑t･･･l2 til,I‑t vol( Q( l, t)). a7)

3 Gaussian integral of infinite dimension in a Sobolev space
Let f(x) be
f(Jfr)==exp(‑n'ZA. u?,), u=: trnen E (?(l, t), An>O(n=:=1,2, ...)

(18)

Then, for the function 4u,,)f(x)clc is computed as follows:
1I]( t,,)exp( ‑ 7r ,IX.I A. cZ) du

==: ki‑m.f:illli, ･･･1illl,li exp(‑ iv ,;g.i;, A.Jv9,)dN c12 ba,1‑i･‑･12m,1‑t vol(Q(l, t))

= Xi' .Jl.I]L( ,fi. ,,LIiilllll exp( ‑ 7:tanx,2i) al cnl2 zanlǹ) vol( Q( l, t))

=Xi‑M.(,fi.,( de ‑ til;t Erfc(M(Mn)̀))l2Mnl‑̀) vol(Q<l, t)).

(19)

Using incomplete W‑function
Erfc x= .4 coe‑u2 dza ==S‑e‑x2w(1/2, 1/2 ; x2),

ilv(a, c; ar)=‑r‑(la) vaOae‑XU blaLi(1+zt)c‑a‑iduc Re a>o,

We have (cf.[5])

(20)
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Y[i(i,,)eXP( rm 7r ,li.i]i Anx?,) clv

=Ximi.T.i.(.U".., ct (lr Lli' "IV(1/2, 1/2 ; 7rt2iA?ì'i))l2ti(nl‑tl vol(Q(l, t)). (2D

In (21) we regard as
Iiml2 tilil‑t･･･12 tANI‑̀ vol(Q(l, t))‑1,

N‑co
N‑oo

limM･･･VJIiJ‑M. (22)

Justifications of (22) will be discussed in Appendix, so we consider only the limit

Aii‑m.. P"=, th;(1‑ lli e‑"t2i"n2i'rw(1/2, 1/2;nt2i/lftt+i)l. ' (23)
Generally, as the absolute sum Zlxl converges on finite value, we prove positively

infinite product ll(1+x) converges on finite value. Therefore, we discuss following
convergence:

'

limZle‑ǹ2̀AZ̀"'aV(1/2, 1/2; nt2tAZ̀'i)1. (2aj

ll‑oo

Because convergence of exponetial function is too fast, we certify that W‑function
converges as form of n‑M, M is a const. alV‑function is written as
W(1/2, 1/2; x2) = r(i/2) 1;ooe"X2U uni'2(1÷u)‑iclt

=.r(11/2) II OOe‑ tt‑ii2 (1+ .t2 )‑i dt. (2s)
In this equation, (l+t/x2)‑i is a monotone increasing function regarding Jv. If x2a>

O, We have

xr(11/2) 1100e‑ttmi'2dt>xF(11/2) rdOae‑̀t̀"2(1+f,)‑idt. (26)
Samely, if x l}i a>O,

xr(11/2) .(Icoe‑̀trmi'2(1+f,)‑i dt > xr(11/2) vacoemtt‑i'2(1+‑zll, )‑i dt. (27)

So alV‑function does not diverge, and it contributes to infinite product as form in
proportional to 1/x==1/VIJI;I(Mn)̀. Therefore the convergence of infinite demensional
Gaussian integral results in the convergence of the exponetial part of (24). Because

limn‑.. 'i 1/M(za.)i==1. Therefore we get (21÷1)/d>1,i,e.

l> d‑1
2

(28)

as the necessary and sufficient condition to the convergence of (23) by the asymptotic

distribution of {An}([6]). The consequence that the integrablity must depend on
dimension d is interesting one. Since Q(l, t)C W‑̀‑a(X), ev>d/2, (28) shows
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lii‑M,.uC(i,t)e‑re(X'Dx) ciu = th

holds if and only if Q(l, t)c Wk(X), k< ‑d+1/2. Since (23) divergence to O i

(29)

flg d‑1

2'

we may consider
iti'llg}ui[i(i,t)e‑n(x,Dx}cic=o

(3ot

if Q(l, t)c PVrtmk(X), evKd/2.

Appendix
Since e‑giD'(S}=Rlianl)A"i‑S, s>d/2, replacing An by RA'‑'S!an(s), we have

1im H an(s) == e‑ gb(s)

tZ‑oe

Iim fi (an(s))LU2 ‑‑(e‑gb(s))7it2. tsD

ll‑.eo
Analytic continuation on s provides (22). There remains one problem. Since we replace
An by an(s). The infinite product

fi(1‑ fr Erfc(Vil72;I(si‑( ta.(s))i)) (32)
does not coverge, Therefore, we need first to consider the limit

ki‑m...y(I[i:l[:lll'''II[i:I[:lllexp(L7rzan(s)cz)d"Jcx (33)
(,li.li,(lm lli Erfc(mo( lan(s))̀)))‑i 12tai(s)l‑i･･･ l2 ttzN(s)1‑i(e‑2tgb(s})Ti, (34

which is (e‑2̀gb(S))rmi/2. Then we consider its analytic continuation to sm>O.
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